
1 INTRODUCTION

At present method with PVDs and geotextiles to
improve soft ground is popular and widely used in
engineering practice, especially in the construction
of expressway embankment on soft ground.
Consequentially a series of problems on this method
that accordingly arises now, such as the effect, stability
and deformation characteristics, merit further
investigation and examination.

The results and correlative detailed analysis of the
field experiments and observations on test section of
HangYong (HY) expressway embankment are amply
introduced in this study in order to investigate the
application used PVDs and GTXcom to improve soft
ground on expressway embankment.

2 TEST EMBANKMENTS

With the purpose of solving abovementioned
questions, the typical section with the length of
985 m is therefore chosen to serve as test embankment
on HY expressway. Furthermore, according to the
different specific improvement method, it can also
be classified into ten sections to research in detail.
Among these sections, field observations about four
test embankments are discussed in detail in this paper.
The basis information of the four test embankments
is listed in Table 1.

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of typical
test embankment improved by PVDs and GTX

cushion. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the test
embankments, with the width of 26 m, the slope of
1:1.5 and the height of 3.2~4.05 m, were constructed
on PVDs improved subsoil with the PVDs installed
down to 15~20 m and spaced at about 1~2 m in
square pattern. The discharge capacity of the PVDs
is about 60 m3/yr. Sand cushion or GTX reinforcement
with the thickness of 0.5 m is laid at the bottom of
embankment.
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Table 1. Basic information of test embankments.

No. Test embankment V VI VII VIII

Depth of soft soil 43.8 48.4 50.9 46.0
Embankment 3.3 3.45 3.76 4.06
height (m)
Depth of PVDs (m) 15 15 20 20
Space of PVDs (m) 2 2 1.0 1.5
Cushion 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
thickness (m)
Cushion type GTXnw GTXcom Sand Gravel

cushion cushion cushion cushion

Figure 1. Schematic section diagram of typical test
embankment.
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3 ANALYSIS OF FIELD OBSERVATION

3.1 Behaviors of the settlements

Expressway design on soft ground is usually controlled
by deformation. Therefore the deformation behavior
of embankment is a key problem. Based on the results
of test embankments, the characteristics of
embankment settlement and the effect of method
treated by PVDs are analyzed.

Figure 2 shows the observed settlement of test
embankment VII. It is apparent that the settlement
rate is fast at initial stage of preloading and at constant
loading the settlement still develops continuously with
the decreasing rate of increment.

soils is an important factor in the design. The installing
length of PVDs should be determined to meet the
requirement of post-construction settlement.

Table 2 shows the settlements and different
settlements of four embankments. It can be seen that
the large total settlements are almost equivalent to
(1/2~2/5) times of the embankment height. Additional
fill after construction is necessary to reach the designed
height. Then a return post-construction settlement
will occur. For the condition, the surcharge is suggested
to use.

The behavior of settlements is further confirmed
bye the settlement observations shown in Figure 3.
Curves in Figure 3 refer to the surface settlements
(line A), settlements of area with PVDs (line B) and
settlements of the settlement of subsoil (line C)
respectively.

Figure 3. Surface and subsoil settlement curves of test
embankment.

These data show that settlement of preloading area
is primary and remains constant after 100 days and
the consolidation degree corresponding to the time
reaches to about 80 percent. Meanwhile, the
consolidation degree of the other area subsoil is only
10~25 percent. Thus the consolidation of soft subsoil
develops and the considerable post-construction
settlement consequently occurs.

Therefore, the settlement curves in Figure 2 reflect
the characteristics of preloading combined with PVDs
that the earlier stage of curves means the effect of
improvement and the later stage implies the post-
construction settlement behavior resulting from the
thick subsoil. Correspondingly, the treated depth of

Table 2. Basic information of test embankments.

Test embankment V VI VII VIII

Settlements after 9-month 759 366 700 1425
continued preloading (mm)
Ultimate settlement (mm) 975 530 1100 1990
Difference settlements 224~ 174~ 311~ 440~
between the center and 246 350 470
shoulder (mm)
Slope of cross section (%) 1.8 1.3 2.5 3.5

Furthermore, results also indicate that the
considerable different settlements will result in the
uneven surface and serious crack. Thus the design of
preloading method combined with PVDs should meet
certain accuracy.

3.2 Space of the PVDs and effect on
consolidation

The four test embankments in Table 1 have two kinds
of space and length of PVDs. The consolidation degree
from the field data is listed in Table 3. It is obvious
that compared with the condition used PVDs with
space of 2 m and length of 20 m, the effect used
PVDs with space of 1.5 m and length 20 m is much
better. The difference of their consolidation degree is
6~8%. The main reason of the difference is the space
due to the negligible consolidation of thick subsoil.

Table 3. The varied consolidation degree of test embankments.

Test embankment V VI VII VIII

Consolidation degree of 86.0 81.8 91.7 91.3
120-150 days preloading (%)
Consolidation degree of 200 93.3 93.7 98.0 98.6
days continued preloading (%)

The results from Table 3 indicate that the degree
of consolidation varied with the different space and
installing length of PVDs. Based on the measured
settlements, the relationship between the space of
PVDs (L) and the consolidation degree (U), the time
of preloading (t) and the consolidation coefficient of
soils (CH) is obtained as follows:
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Figure 2. Relation curve between settlement, loading and
time of test embankment VII.
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where dw is the equivalent diameter of PVD. The
space of PVDs may be estimated by expression (1)
with the known consolidation coefficient, the design
consolidation degree, the allowable time of preloading.
Generally, the appropriate value of space is (1~2) m.
otherwise, too small space will result in the disturbance
to decrease the consolidation effect while too large
space will results in the slow consolidation.

3.3 Smear effect on consolidation

The calculation of consolidation degree is a key
problem in the design of PVDs in preloading method
to improve soft ground. Usually the overestimated
consolidated degree results in deficient preloading
and large post-construction settlements. For example,
according the idealized sand drain consolidation
theory, the consolidation degree reach 90% at 120
day. However, the field data indicated that the time
corresponding the consolidation degree of 90% is
200~270 day. Therefore, the calculation of
consolidation degree merits further discussion.

A number of important factors related to smear
effect, well resistance, the select of consolidation
coefficient and subsoil condition, may influence the
consolidation degree. Field measurement results,
proposed by Bergado (1990) and Hansbo (1991),
indicate that smear effect exists during the
consolidation. Here the smear effect on consolidation
is analyzed on the basis of the field settlement-time
relation curve, i.e. s-p-t curve. Three points during
the certain lasting load section is taken, which satisfy
the equation t2 – t1 = t3 – t2 = ∆t. The corresponding
settlement is St1, St2, St3, respectively. According to
the non-idealized consolidation theory,
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Using the above back-analysis method, results of
four test embankments are listed in Table 4. In the
back computing, the consolidation parameter CH is
determined from the statistical average value of

laboratory test results. The value of β is estimated
from the statistical average value of many points.
And well resistance is ignored because of the drainage
length less than 20 m and the PVD discharge capacity
larger than 45 cm3/s, i.e. G = 0.

The results from Table 4 indicate smear effect is
significant during the consolidaion. The smear effect
factor is about 2.26~3.26 in clay soils and some is as
high as 6.98. Thus the degree of consolidation reduced
25%~30%. It is suggested that the smear zone size is
2.5~3.5 times of the PVDs’ equivalent diameter and
the hydraulic conductivity ratio (kh/ks) is 3~5.
Therefore the smear effect cannot be ignored.

Figure 4 gives the comparison between the
calculated and measured settlements. The settlement
shown in Figure 3 is calculated based on the
consolidation theory mentioned previously,
respectively with or without smear effect and well
resistance. It is obvious that the calculated settlement
curves with smear effect fit well with the field-
measured curves.

Table 4. Analysis results of smear effect factor.

Test embankment V VI VII VIII

Average consolidation 1.62 2.10 1.82 1.86
coefficient CH(10–3cm/s)
Back-calculated 0.0090 0.0093 0.0093 0.0092
valueβ(1/d)
Back-calculated value J 2.35 2.70 3.10 2.71

Figure 4. Comparison of theoretical calculation and field test
result.

In conclusion, for consolidation calculation with
PVD, it is suggested that non-idealized sand drain
consolidation theory be used in calculation. Well
resistance can be ignored if the PVD discharge capacity
is quite large (qw > qwa). Smear effects should be
considered and smear effect factor is about 2.35~3.1
for general clay. Thus the accuracy of calculation is
improved in comparison with the field measurements.

3.4 Effect of GTX reinforcement

The mechanism and effects of GTX reinforcement
are discussed on the basis of the test results due to
the four test embankments with different cushion (seen
in Figure 1). Table 5 gives the test data on settlements
of four test embankments. Figure 5 shows the
settlement profile of test embankment VII and VI
respectively.

Results show that the settlement and different
settlement of test embankment VII & VIII without
reinforcement are much larger than that of test
embankment V & VII. It indicates that the effect of
GTX cushion especially GTXcom cushion on uniform
settlement is significant.
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Figure 6 show the base pressure profile of test
embankment V and VI respectively. It can be also
seen that the two base pressure profiles disagree with
the trapeziform loading. It implies that the stiffness
of cushion and soil do not match.

These results, which possibly include the effects
of crust with the thickness of 2.5 m under the cushion,
also indicate that the GTX cushion with a certain
stiffness and extension strength adjust the base pressure
and uniform the base settlement. Hereby the different
settlements and post-construction settlements
decreased effectively.

According to the field measurement, the theoretical
and numerical calculations are analyzed. Result prove
that the GTX cushion on embankment can adjust the
base pressure, confine the lateral deformation, reduce
the settlement at center and different settlements,
increase the stability and capability of foundation.
The effect of GTX cushion mainly depends on its
bending stiffness. The bending stiffness D is dependent
on the composite modulus Ec, the passion ratio of
soil µ and the thickness of cushion H, which satisfy
the following expression:

D
E Hc = 

12(1 – )

3

2µ
(6)

It should be emphasized that the GTX reinforcement
must have enough strength, stiffness, continuous,
integrality and little extension ratio. The cushions
bear extension and shear failure and work ineffectively
or else.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, the behavior of PVDs used to treat soft
subsoil on expressway embankment was investigated
based on results from the field observation of four
typical test embankments. Some conclusions were
obtained as follows:

1. The method of PVDs combined with drained
cushion is used in soft clay to accelerate primary
consolidation. The field observations indicate that
the effect of this improvement method is significant.
But note that design proposal is necessary with
the appropriate space, the installing length of PVDs
and the loading plan. Otherwise, considerately large
post-construction settlements will occur due to
the continuous consolidation of soft subsoil

2. The installing length of PVDs or the depth of the
subsoil is an important factor in the effect of
improvement. An apt depth should be selected to
assure that settlements of the subsoil under the
area with PVDs meet demand of the allowable
post-construction settlements.

3. The space of PVDs is dependent on the allowable
preloading time of project, consolidation coefficient
and the designed consolidation degree. The
consolidation coefficient of the soil may be
estimated by the observed settlements at different
time. In general, the space is a appropriate in the
range of 1~2 m.

Table 5. Basic information of test embankments

Test embankment V VI VII VIII

Settlement (mm) 6-month 724 328 562 1374
9-month 795 366 627 1483
ultimate 975 530 1100 1990

Difference settlements left 246 168 223 499
between center and right 244 44 330 489
shoulder (mm) left 1.9 1.3 1.7 3.8
Slope of cross right 1.8 0.3 2.5 3.7
section (%)

Figure 5b. Settlements cross profile of test embankment VI.

Figure 5a. Settlements cross profile of test embankment VII.

Figure 6a. Base pressure profile of test embankment V.

Figure 6b. Base pressure profile of test embankment VI.

4. Preloading is a factor in the decrease of post-
construction settlements. In the design, a certain
height should be pre-filled; otherwise, the height
of road after consolidation is under the design
altitude and the settlement will be reoccur due to
the additional fills.

5. For the consolidation calculation of soft ground
improved by preloading combined with PVDs, it
is recommended that non-idealized sand drain
consolidation theory be selected. Smear effects
should be considered and generally the smear factor
is 2.35~3.10. Well resistance may be ignored if
the PVD discharge capacity is quite large.

6. GTX cushion used as the reinforcement of
embankment combined with the PVDs have a
highly marked effect on the improvement of soft
ground. The settlement and different settlement

decreased effectively. However, it should have
enough thickness, strength and stiffness of bending
resistant to ensure the effect.
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